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Introducing Michelle Kadarusman - YA & Middle Grade Author
By Heather Camlot
“I suppose everyone has an event in their life where
the illusion of the world in which we exist is brushed
aside and the truth revealed.”
I turned this sentence upside and down, inside
and out. It is part of the “Author’s Note” of Michelle
Kadarusman’s 2019 novel Girl of the Southern Sea, in
which teenage Nia dreams of getting a high school
education and leaving the slums of Jakarta,
Indonesia. Not-so-coincidentally, that’s the same
location where Michelle had her life-changing
insight. She was with her family on a train travelling
from the capital city to Bandung, her father’s
hometown in West Java. She’d made the trip before,
but at twelve years old it was different: the abject
poverty everywhere beyond the train windows was
more than just a fleeting image whooshing by.
“It hugely impacted my world view and spun my
head to understand that children live this way. What
was the difference between me and them? Why wasn’t
I living in a cardboard box? It always stayed with me.
It took me a long time to unpack that,” she explained
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when we met in our Toronto neighbourhood, sixteenthousand kilometres away from Indonesia.
I asked Michelle if she thinks that kind of
encounter is what leads us to our art. “I would say
pivotal moments like that lead to
creating writers, not just to illuminate
experiences, but to make sense of
them. For me, that moment was
realizing the world was a much more
complicated place than I could begin
to understand. I remember writing—
real mail!—to a girlfriend after the
train ride and trying to describe to her
what I had seen. It definitely
motivated me to try and articulate
how it made me feel and share the
experience. Later, I think, it was more
about wanting to get some answers.”
Getting some answers certainly
sounds familiar. As does another one
of Michelle’s reasons for writing,
especially on specific destinations:
missing home. While my longing is
easily fulfilled by a relatively short
drive along the 401 to Montreal,
Michelle grew up in Australia and
lived in Indonesia before settling in
Canada in 2000. Her family is spread
out around the globe. Delving into
narratives that feature countries on
the other side of the world gives her
the opportunity to spend time in
them, both mentally via the written
word and physically for research (she
also now has a second home in
Australia and divides her time between
it and Toronto). Her love and concern for both
Australia and Indonesia are clear in Music for Tigers,
set in Tasmania, and in Girl of the Southern Sea and the
upcoming Berani, both in Indonesia.

From Young Adult to Middle Grade
While Michelle is known for her middle-grade work,
her first book was in fact a young adult novel
published in 2014 by Lorimer as part of the
Sidestreets collection. Out of It is a raw
look at two best friends as they
embark on risky behaviour, including
drinking, taking drugs and hooking
up with strangers, all the while
confronting bullying, physical
violence and burgeoning
relationships. It’s a quick, powerful
read with a narrow focus that
(surprisingly) could have been set
anywhere. Although Michelle says the
novel was coming from lived
experience that she needed to get out
creatively, she didn’t much like
hanging out with her teenage self.
“Those weren’t good years, but my
objective was to get published; it was
2014 and hi-lo YA was in demand so I
focused on that. Then I went back to
what I really wanted to write.”
That of course was middle-grade
fiction. While we may think of YA
writing as an opportunity to delve
more deeply and directly into tough
topics, Michelle finds middle-grade
stories allow her to express herself
more fully, even if she has to hold back
a bit.
While she believes that children
shouldn’t be shielded from every
aspect of life, difficult subject matter
shouldn’t be introduced gratuitously.
“It needs to be treated carefully, in a balanced
way,” she explained. “You’re still able to convey the
vulnerability and danger without having to be
specific about things that aren’t age-appropriate.”
When it came to Girl of the Southern Sea, for instance,
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set in a very dangerous environment for young girls,
she stepped away from topics like sexual violence to
make it work for a younger audience.

of one wombat inviting homeless wildlife into its
burrow and another wanting to turn animals away
during the devastating wildfires in her native
Australia squarely targets climate change, refugee
A New Environment
crisis and environmental disaster.
“It’s all to do with my confidence as a writer,
Before Girl of the Southern Sea was 2017’s The Theory of
slowly understanding that I have something to say
Hummingbirds, with which Michelle slowly began to
and feeling emboldened with each
introduce topics of importance to her.
project,” she says about bringing in a
Lived experiences are still there—
wider perception of the world and our
main character Alba was born with a
“I
think
there
is
a
deep
place in it. “I still don’t know what I’m
clubfoot, known as congenital talipes
well
of
your
own
doing, but now I feel I can trust my
equinovarus (CTEV), just as Michelle
emotional
experience
own voice more and that I have
was—as are the themes of belonging,
that you can interpret on
something worthwhile to say. I wasn’t
identity, celebrating differences and
thinking about themes that were
the page…. Maybe in life
self-empowerment. But the title itself
important to me, the messages I
that’s where you
touches on what would become a
wanted to impart, with my first book.
passionate plea: conservation.
struggle, but in writing
Now I can relax into it a bit.”
“My happy place is most definitely
that’s real gold.”
out in nature, walking my dog. I’ve
lived in the city all my life but I’m
feeling the need to move out to be
closer to nature,” she says, mentioning that the home
she shares with her second husband in Australia is on
the coast. “The way people interact with nature
informs a lot about who we are. I recognize that
young people are far more interested in the
environment that we were. I’m hoping I’m inspiring
young readers to be stewards of the natural world.”
That vision is clear in the award-winning 2020
novel Music for Tigers, a gripping story about a
Canadian girl visiting her uncle in the Tasmanian
rainforest and learning about her family’s animal
sanctuary and the presumed-extinct Tasmanian tiger
hidden nearby.
Conservation also plays a big part in the
previously mentioned Berani. The Fall 2022 release is
based on the true story of an orangutan held captive
in a remote Indonesian restaurant as an attraction,
which Michelle’s brother discovered while working in
the area. And then there is her debut picture book,
Room for More, coming out in Spring 2022. The story

A World of Books
When Michelle says she doesn’t know
what she’s doing, it isn’t a play at being humble. She
tells me she never finished high school—not as big a
deal in Australia as it is here in North America, she
adds, although she couldn’t have imagined letting her
children do the same—and started working at the age
of sixteen. Books however were very much a part of
her life growing up, with trips to the library every
Tuesday with her mom and one of her siblings
(Michelle is the youngest of five children). “That was
my favourite night. As a child you can wander around
on your own and pick out your own stuff,” she recalls.
“It was a magical place for me.”
Though she hasn’t held onto many of her
childhood books, there are a couple at her mother’s
home in Australia, such as The Tales of Snugglepot and
Cuddlepie by legendary Australian children’s author
and illustrator May Gibbs, set in the bush fantasy
world of little characters called gumnuts. “I felt so
safe and secure in that world. That’s where I wanted
to live, in my imagination,” she says. Other favourites
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she regularly rereads include Island of the Blue Dolphins
by Scott O’Dell and Little Women by Louisa May Alcott.
She wouldn’t gain the confidence to attempt
writing for children—something she always wanted
to do—until she moved to Canada
with her first husband and two young
children at the age of 31. She went
back to school to study Early
Childhood Education, took night
classes, including those led by editor
Peter Carver, and realized that she
could do this. “I started giving myself
the confidence to write,” she says. “It
was a really tough road and it took me
10 years to learn the craft—and
getting better through many
rejections.” She was in her mid-forties
when her first book was published.
Another something we share.
Along the journey, she founded a
literacy charity called Raising Readers
in 2006, partially so she could be
involved in books but more
importantly to fill a need she saw for
children to actually have fun with the
written word, rather than being
forced to open a book. She also
worked for the Scotiabank Giller Prize
for seven and a half years, which
allowed her to meet many people in
the industry, even though she had no
interest in writing for adults. All the
while she continued writing,
submitting and being rejected. Two
years ago, she left the Giller Prize to write full-time.

doing it this way, while it works for her, requires a lot
of input from her editors. “I write character-driven
books. I am more interested in emotional arcs. My
editors are always reminding me to have a plot as
well!”
Michelle is in the fortunate position
to have the Pajama Press team behind
her. While many of us write a novel,
submit it, and hope a contract comes
back, Michelle works directly with
publisher Gail Winskill, pitching an
idea and then discussing angles and
themes and whether it will work or
not. The happy collaboration began
with a manuscript pulled from the
slush pile. “If I’ve had any success it’s
because of Gail. She published The
Theory of Hummingbirds and rather
than it being just one book, she
wanted to develop and support me as
an author. She could see the potential
she believed I could reach. She’s been
a dream.”
Before pitching an idea, Michelle
has considered the story for quite a
while, sometimes years, and has
already accumulated a great amount
of detail. Her characters tend to be
vulnerable and flawed, with a dose of
anxiety, but nurturing too. “Every
character has been a version of myself.
But there is not one character I can
pinpoint and say is totally
autobiographical,” she says. “I think
there is a deep well of your own emotional experience
that you can interpret on the page, and I think that
can be when you’re going through some challenging
times.” I think of my own books and can’t help but
agree at what I suspect is a commonality among
writers. “Maybe in life that’s where you struggle, but
in writing that’s real gold. As a reader I am more

A Cast of Characters
But back to not knowing what she’s doing. Michelle
writes intuitively, she explains, rather than in a linear
fashion. “I don’t have a method. I just feel my way
around until it feels right to me.” She admits that
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attracted to characters who struggle, so I try to be as
honest as possible in my writing.”
Her typical day involves a lot of walking the dog
and thinking about what she is going to tackle. Her
actual writing will be no more than two to three
hours each day. She doesn’t go by word count. She
knows her limit, likely because she finds it difficult.
“Thumping out the first draft, creating something out
of nothing, I find that ridiculously hard. I’m
constantly complaining and bribing myself with cake
and wine.”

into the world of writing and even get her own room
to do it. Who doesn’t long to turn a child’s bedroom
into a writing studio, with a door to close, and ditch
the dining table, she muses as the restaurant we’re in
plays host to a lively baby shower one table over. “One
of the most precious things for a writer is
uninterrupted time. That’s such a gift.”
With two teenagers in high school, I’m still
waiting. It sounds like a dream. “I am very fortunate.
I have the time to devote to my craft, which is such a
luxury, and I’ve worked so hard to be able to spend
time in both Canada and Australia,” she says. “I feel
like I have a fantasy life right now. But while my
stories are set elsewhere, it’s my home-base in
Toronto that has enabled me to fully realize my
dream. I’m so proud to be a Canadian children’s
author.”

Settling the Scene
The bribery has worked wonders, with her books
earning starred reviews and winning or being
nominated for top prizes, including the Governor’s
General Literary Award (finalist, Girl of the Southern
Sea) and The Forest of Reading Silver Birch Fiction
Award (honour book, Music for Tigers). She is awed by
and grateful to the children’s writing community
here. “I can’t imagine doing this anywhere else. The
support and encouragement you get here from other
writers is really incredible,” she says. She recalls
returning to Australia after having two of her books
published there and thinking that slipping into the
community would be a breeze, that as an Australian
everyone would be dying to meet her, she says with a
laugh. “It wasn’t that easy, but there’s still time. I took
it for granted. I’ve been spoiled by the Canadian kidlit
scene.”
What she isn’t taking for granted is the
opportunity to try a new genre. Michelle is currently
reading Deborah Ellis’s Sit, a collection of short
stories, as she explores the form for her next project.
“I want to evolve as a writer and I want a new
challenge,” she explains. “As creators it’s good to push
boundaries and stretch a bit.” Something she has
already tested with her first picture book, Room for
More. It could be the theme of Michelle’s life right
now, as someone who has reached a point where,
with her children grown, she can delve more fully

HEATHER CAMLOT is the
award-winning author of
fiction and nonfiction books
for middle grade readers. Her
latest, I Can’t Do What?
Strange Laws and Rules
from Around the World,
illustrated by Mike Deas, will
be published this spring by
Red Deer Press. Heather is the
speaker coordinator for
CANSCAIP’s Packaging Your Imagination conference as
well as a journalist, editor and translator. For more
information, please visit her website at
www.heathercamlot.com.
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SHORTLISTED for the Geoffrey Bilson Award
for Historical Fiction

Congratulations

Kathy Kacer for The Brushmaker’s Daughter (Second
Story Press)
Heather Smith for Barry Squire Full Tilt (Penguin Teen)
Heather Stemp for Under Amelia’s Wing (Nimbus
Publishing)

CANSCAIP Members!

LINDA BAILEY
The Vicky Metcalf Award for Literature for Young
People (Body of Work)

SHORTLISTED for the Amy Mather
Teen Book Award
Danielle Younge-Ullman for Golden Threads (Owlkids)

CHARLENE CHUA & SARA CASSIDY
The Sheila Egoff Children’s Literature Prize for
Genius Jolene (Orca Books)

SHORTLISTED for the Prix Harry Black
de l’album jeunesse

TZIPORAH COHEN

Anne Renaud for Albertine Petit-Brindamour déteste les
choux Bruxlles (Groupe d’edition la courte échelle)

The Jean Little First Novel Award for No Vacancy
(Groundwood Books)

SHORTLISTED for the Governor General’s Award
for Young People

RINA SINGH & ELLEN ROONEY

Philippa Dowding for Firefly (DCB Young Readers)
Sharon Jennings for Unravel (Red Deer Press)
Basil and Kevin Sylvester for The Fabulous Zed Watson
(HarperCollins Canada)

The Christie Harris Children’s Literature Prize
for Grandmother’s School (Orca Books)

SHORTLISTED for the TD Children’s Literature
Award

SHORTLISTED for the Sheila Egoff
Children’s Literature Prize

Melanie Mosher for A Beginner’s Guide to Good-bye
(Nimbus Publishing)
Kenneth Oppel for Bloom (HarperCollins)

Daniel Bar-el for Just Beyond the Very, Very Far North
(Atheneum Books)
Tanya Lloyd Kyi for Me and Banksy (Puffin)

SHORTLISTED for the Marilyn Baillie
Picture Book Award

SHORTLISTED for the Christie Harris Award

Naseem Hrab for Weekend Dad (Groundwood Books)
Suzanne Del Rizzo for Golden Threads (Owlkids)

Linda Bailey for Princesses versus Dinosaurs (Tundra
Books)

SHORTLISTED for the Norma Fleck Canadian
Children’s Non-Fiction Award
Tanya Lloyd Kyi for This Is Your Brain on Stereotypes: How
Science Is Tackling Unconscious Bias (Kids Can Press)
Rina Singh for 111 Trees: How One Village Celebrates the
Birthdays of Every Girl (Kids Can Press)
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SHORTLISTED for the 2022 Saskatchewan
YA Book Award
Charis Cotter for Screech! Ghost Stories From Old
Newfoundland (Nimbus Publishing)
Michelle Kadarusman for Music For Tigers (Pajama
Press)
Tanya Lloyd Kyi for Me and Banksy (Puffin)
Elizabeth MacLeod for Meet Willie O’Rea (Scholastic)
Ted Staunton and Will Staunton for It Seemed Like a
Good Idea… Canadian Feats, Facts and Flubs (Scholastic
Canada)
Basil and Kevin Sylvester for The Fabulous Zed Watson
(HarperCollins Canada)
Eric Walters for The King of Jam Sandwiches (Orca
Books)
Frieda Wishinsky and Elizabeth MacLeod for How To
Become an Accidental Activist (Orca books)

"
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selections. The selected books were then made
available to branch Children’s Librarians who would
mark the book for their branch collection or pass on
it.
This means that for many years, Joanne led the
curation of the children’s book collection for the city
of Toronto. Most of us don’t think of the big picture.
Theo Heras remembers:
But imagine, Joanne Schott directly influenced the
We children’s writers and illustrators don’t always
reading habits of the children of Toronto for decades.
make the connection between us and the children’s
That is some big responsibility. And Joanne wanted
librarians who work in the
only the best for the children
public libraries. The children’s
who visited the library. Joanne
literature community recently
led the B&G Book Selection
lost one very special children’s
Committee wisely and with her
librarian. Her name is Joanne
own brand of wry humour. She
Schott. Joanne was an advocate,
offered practical, historical, and
ally, friend, and supporter of
philosophical insights. To sit on
Canadian children’s writers and
the committee with Joanne was
illustrators in general, and for
to receive a graduate education
Toronto creators more
in children’s literature.
specifically. You might even say
When I joined TPL in 1988,
Joanne
Schott
(left)
with
Theo
Heras
(centre)
&
friends
that Joanne was a crusader for
Joanne took me under her wing.
good books for children.
My first impression of Joanne
Joanne began working at the Toronto Public
was of a slightly eccentric, self-effacing, funny, and
Library in the 1970s. First she was assigned to the
brilliant person. We sat together in the fiction
Parkdale Library under the leadership of the
collection at B&G House and Joanne talked about
legendary Rita Cox. Not long after, Joanne became
every book on the shelf as I took copious notes. My
the Children’s Literature Specialist at Boys and Girls
knowledge was sorely lacking. She gave of her
House, the first public library built exclusively for
knowledge freely and happily, recognizing that we
children. In her position as Children’s Literature
were kindred spirits. Besides books, we shared a love
Specialist, Joanne chaired the Boys and Girls Book
of music. But that’s another story.
Selection Committee of TPL.
Becoming a public librarian was a second career
Book selection during the years of Joanne’s
for Joanne. Born in Sacramento, California, on May 9,
leadership was a very serious, important, and
1933, she attended high school in the city and went on
honourable assignment. Every book submitted for
to attend Mount St. Mary’s College in Los Angeles.
selection was read by a Boys and Girls Librarian (or
She majored in physical sciences, particularly
B&G Librarian, the term used until amalgamation in
chemistry, and mathematics. After graduating in
1998. The more inclusive term Children’s Librarian is
1956, Joanne taught high school in L.A. Married in
used today), who wrote an evaluation, with a yea or
1958, Joanne and her husband Bill Graham moved to
nay. The selection committee would also examine
Toronto in 1960 so that Bill could study for his Ph.D at
every book, read the reviews and make the final
the University of Toronto.

In Memoriam
Joanne Schott
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Joanne was also a mother of four children. Her
household was full of books and reading. If you
asked, Joanne would tell you the Moomintroll books
were her favourites. The entire Graham family loved
the Moomintroll books by Tove Janssen and the
children played for hours in their own imagined
Moominland, no doubt with their mother’s approval.
Beyond the public library, the Book Selection
Committee, and her home, Joanne influenced the
community at large. She wrote a regular column,
called “International Bookshelf”, for Quill & Quire in
the early 1990s.
In learning about Joanne’s death, Peter Carver
reflected on her influence on his own career first at
the Canadian Children’s Book Centre, later as a
teacher of aspiring writers, and lastly as the editor at
Red Deer Press. While he was working at the CCBC,
Peter asked Joanne’s recommendations for books he
should read from round the world. Joanne asked him:
“What do you want, popular books, or do you want
literature?” He gratefully took out three or four books
at a time. Peter says, “The conversations we had were
seminal, and vital to me… (T)he firm base Joanne gave
me meant I gained the confidence to work with
writers and illustrators who were building the body
of Canadian children’s books to a level that equalled
that of work coming from many other countries.”
The link from Joanne to Peter to the hundreds of
published authors and illustrators who studied with
and were edited by him is a direct line. Peter reflects
that it is impossible to know the influence of
children’s librarians, especially one like Joanne
Schott. He concludes, “We are all in her debt. Thank
you, Joanne.” I can only add, thank you, thank you,
Joanne Schott, librarian, mentor, friend.
Submitted by Theo Heras, Children’s Librarian (retired)
and Writer
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Noteworthy

entries to Annick Press, Kids Can Press and
Scholastic Canada.
PICTURE BOOK Winner & Finalists
Maureen Marovitch for Ilena Lives Here
Jenna Campbell for The Secret Ingredients
Christine Henderson for Christmas on the Waves

IBBY Canada’s Illustrator in Residence
In October, Soyeon Kim was the 2021 Joanne
Fitzgerald Illustrator in Residence. The program was
hosted online by Toronto Public Library (TPL).
Soyeon has illustrated picture books that include
You Are Stardust (Amelia Frances Howard-Gibbon
Illustrator’s Award
winner), Wild Ideas, Sukaq
and the Raven, A Last
Goodbye, and Once Upon an
Hour. She creates threedimensional dioramas that
merge fine sketching and
painting techniques with
meticulous construction
techniques. She has had exhibitions in various
galleries and group shows, a residency at the
Hermitage Museum in St. Petersburg, and school
visits for workshops based on her picture books.
During the TPL online program, Soyeon offered
hands-on art making for classes of school children,
evening workshops for adults on topics related to
working as an illustrator, presentations to students in
high schools and colleges, and portfolio reviews with
artists and art students.
The Joanne Fitzgerald Illustrator in Residence
Program, launched in 2013, offers a published
children’s book illustrator a month-long residency in
a public library. It honours the life Joanne Fitzgerald
(1956–2011), whose children’s books include Plain
Noodles, Emily’s House, and Doctor Kiss Says Yes (winner
of the Governor General’s Literary Award).

CHAPTER BOOK Winner & Finalist
Rhonda Verbicky for Patrick Stop That Nonsense
Carmen Wittmeier for Jubilee and the Tooth Fairy Trap
MIDDLE GRADE Winner & Finalists
Jackie Friedman Mighdoll for Oy Vey, Lily J
Karen Jones for The Real Dealio
Mary Pike for Tangly Secrets
YOUNG ADULT Winner & Finalists
Nicola Dahlin for If We Tell You
Melissa de Haan for Flying Too Close to the Sun
Karon Young for The Wildwoods
The 2021 Writing for Children Competition received
more than 600 entries. All the writers who entered
the 2021 Writing for Children Competition will
receive evaluation comments for their entries—a
unique benefit for the writers. A goal of the Writing
for Children Competition is to discover, encourage,
and promote not-yet-published writers. The Writers’
Union of Canada initiated the Competition in 1996,
and CANSCAIP took it on in 2014.

MARKETING KIDLIT: How To ‘Tell and Sell’
Canadian Kidlit Stories
Four veteran children’s authors have come together to
create BookFlap.ca, an online platform designed to
help people navigate the Canadian children’s book
industry. Kathy Kacer, Marthe Jocelyn, Teresa Toten
and Vicki Grant have collectively over 100 books in
print for young readers from toddlers to young
adults. Featuring a mix of videos, podcasts and
written pieces, BookFlap.ca explores the process of
“telling and selling your stories” in the form of minimasterclasses, artist demonstrations, interviews,
essays, kid book reviews, and a Q&A forum. The

WRITING for CHILDREN Competition
CANSCAIP is delighted to announce the winners and
finalists of the 2021 Writing for Children
Competition. Each of the winners will receive $500,
and CANSCAIP will send the winner and finalist
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founders have gathered a growing community of
renowned Canadian and international creators, as
well as agents, publishers, and promotion specialists,
whose insights are to be shared with fellow artists,
educators, students, and readers. BookFlap.ca went
live on May 25, 2021. Please visit! To find out more,
contact, hello@bookflap.ca.

out? If so, please fill out this form. Your info will not
be shared with any third parties. And be sure to
follow CANSCAIP on Twitter and Facebook.

FOLLOW CANSCAIP: Looking for some new friends?
There is now a handy page on the CANSCAIP website
where the Twitter handles of our professional
members are listed (http://canscaip.org/
page-1862893). Let’s follow each other and help
promote each other’s work. And follow @CANSCAIP
too.

CANSCAIP SASK REPORT
• SAVE THE DATE – Plans are underway for the 15th
biennial Prairie Horizons conference in Saskatoon.
We will be meeting in-person (hopefully) May 19 - 21,
2023.

FINDING CANADIAN BOOKS: 49thshelf.com is a
website devoted to Canadian books. Produced by the
Association of Canadian Publishers together with the
Canadian Publishers’ Council, and with funding from
the Department of Canadian Heritage and Ontario
Creates, its purpose is to make it easier for readers to
discover Canadian books in all genres, from
bestselling authors to new talent, from publishers
large and small, from all regions of the country.

• First Thousand Words Editing Fundraiser – Our
annual editing fundraiser will again be taking place
this January. Details will be up on our website
(https://skcanscaip.wordpress.com) on December
18th. Registration will begin on January 1st and end
January 31st or when we reach our limit of 95
manuscripts, whichever comes first. We had to turn
people away last year, so register early!
• Check out the new feature on our website (https://
skcanscaip.wordpress.com). Guess Who? See our
Saskatchewan members as children and, with a few
clues, try to figure out who they grew up to be.

ILLUSTRATORS: We are looking for more logo
variations to dress up the NEWS. For inspiration, you
can view our current ones at the logo site on our
home page. If you are a full CANSCAIP Member and
an illustrator and you would like to submit your
version for possible use, here are the specifics: Digital
submission is preferred, so scan your art at 300 dpi
and email the file to office@canscaip.org. Make sure
you put CANSCAIP Logo Submission in the subject
line. We’d love to have colourful, playful art.

Submitted by Dianne Young, Social Media Team,
CANSCAIP Sask.

LOGO VARIATION: Our front-page logo variation is
by Vladyana Krykorka. You can see more of her work
in her classic titles Baseball Bats for Christmas and A
Promise Is a Promise, as well as many other titles, all
from Annick Press.

USING SOCIAL MEDIA: From time to time

"

CANSCAIP would like to help promote its Members
and Friends and their work on our social media,
through #FollowFriday as well as other campaigns.
Do you know of a CANSCAIP Member or Friend
whose work (behind the scenes or public) you admire
and feel deserves more recognition? Or are you a
Member or Friend who would appreciate a shout-
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From the
President’s Desk

It’s a vicious circle. Are we still writers and
illustrators and performers if we haven’t written,
illustrated, performed for some time? Do we really
believe that nonsense about being in our fallow
period? Or, if you prefer, letting the well fill up? Or do
we have grave doubts going forward about our
careers? Have I used up every idea and should I
retire? Do creative people ever retire? Perhaps I could
use what a lawyer or doctor would: “Yes, I’m still a
writer, but I’m not practicing any
more.”

By Sharon Jennings
One of the questions most of us dread (imho) is: “So…
what are you working on?” Because, what if we’re not?
What if we’re experiencing brain fog
and aren’t working on anything? Or
what if we do have a glimmer of an
idea and if we talk about it out loud
the energy will dissipate? Or the idea
is obviously ridiculous? What if we
notice that the person we’re talking to
suddenly sits up and while we go back
to binge watching British mysteries in
unwashed pajamas that person
springboards off our dumb idea and
produces a bestseller?
Oh calm down, Sharon. The correct
answer is something like this: “I’ve got
several ideas on the go. A few chapters
written / a few sketches finished / a few scenes
workshopped / a few songs in the can.” Then you add,
perhaps mendaciously, “My editor / agent / publicist
has asked me not to talk about it.” Crisis averted.
Except I’m still left demoralized and wondering why I
can’t come up with anything to write about and why I
feel behooved to lie.
It follows, therefore, that the other question I
detest (detest, not dread) is: “Are you still writing?”
Well, no, I’m not physically writing at the moment.
Any fool can see that I’m in Loblaws pushing a
grocery cart around. That’s what I’d like to reply, but
I’m too polite. What that dolt really means is: “Are you
still a writer?” When asked that once (in Loblaws, as a
matter of fact), I wittily shot back: “Are you still a
lawyer?” After answering in the affirmative, this
lawyer then went to question #1. (See above.)

A couple of weeks ago, I had lunch
with some writer friends, and we
discussed the possibility that it was
time for us to stop. I noted that we all
had grey hair and were wearing
sensible shoes. Is there a best before
date for creators?
It’s an honest question. The editors
and publishers that I worked with
when I started have mostly retired, or
are preparing to hand over control.
Inevitably, the new people are younger and have their
own ideas and vision about creating their lists. What
my ‘old’ editors found fresh and different when I
began writing may now feel stale dated to the
younger set. Quite frankly, I could never write some
of the books being published now—just not my style.
That doesn’t make those books wrong; on the
contrary, it might mean that I’m on the way out. (To
whomever is reading this column, of course I’m not
talking about your book!)
I mulled this lunch discussion over quite a bit, and
eventually worked my way to this conclusion: unless
we develop dementia and can’t keep a plot straight in
our brains or remember our lines onstage; unless we
develop carpal tunnel or arthritis in our hands and
can’t hold a paintbrush or strum our ukulele, then we
are still creators and must keep on creating. (I
suppose I should consider the possibility that some of
us have hated this business and can’t wait to quit.)
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One colleague told me that he might stop writing.
So I asked him if he indeed did stop, what would he
do if in four months he had an idea that excited him.
Would he ignore the story possibility? Or would he sit
at his desk again and write? But what if this won’tleave-me-alone idea is then rejected? Isn’t that a big
hint that the writing is on the wall? (Pun intended.)
One friend asked why bother if we keep getting
rejected or, worse, ignored? Because there are cycles
to everything, and what may not catch someone’s
imagination today might appeal to an editor in five
years or ten. The real question is: do we love what we
do? Because if so, then do it. Maybe not at the pace
we did or with the publishing record we had in years
past.
If you have an idea, explore it and create it. For the
pure joy of it. Put it in a file. Pull it out every now and
then and critique it. Take a course again (in case you
thought you were ‘done’ developing your craft) and
look at your work with a fresh eye. If you’re fed up
with the publishing business and no one returns your
calls or emails, you can still create for yourself. Sure,
sure, Sharon, you are muttering. But why bother?
That last sentence brought me around to another
conclusion. In a past column, way back when we
thought we had a few weeks off because of Covid, I
wrote about taking the time to get our publishing
affairs in order for our estate. I asked if our kids
know about copyright and, specifically, that for fifty
years after we die our estate still owns our creations?
Now I have a neatly organized collection of my
contracts and a list of books alongside an explanation
about copyright for my kids. Because when I’m
suddenly a hot commodity thirty years after I die, it
would be nice to know that my great grandchildren
are reaping in the big bucks.
And, to summarize, when an adoring public
rediscovers our brilliance mid-century, wouldn’t it be
wonderful if our banker’s box stuffed with important
papers contained a slew of unpublished manuscripts
or songs, sketches or plays?
You know what? That gives me an idea…

MEET CONNECT SHARE!

CANSCAIP Members and Friends meet
monthly via Zoom to share stories,
insights and achievements.
Meetings take place at 7 pm EST
on the second Wednesday of each month
(except July and August).
Our meetings offer a warm, inclusive
and supportive space, shared by our
whole cross-Canada community.
Each gathering lasts about two hours and
includes announcements of new books,
updates on Canadian Kidlit activities,
and a speaker or panel of speakers
on a subject of common interest.
At the end of each meeting, attendees
can linger briefly in breakout rooms
for more intimate discussions.

JOIN US!
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WelCOme!

Her writing appears regularly in literary journals and
her first picture book, Summer North Coming
(Fitzhenry & Whiteside) was released in 2019. To
hone her writing skills and knowledge of literature,
she recently returned to university and earned a BA
in English, focusing on literature and creative
writing. Her first chapbook, a middle-grade story, is
forthcoming from Fitzhenry & Whiteside. She loves
being outdoors, travelling, tending to pets, and
sharing meals with family and friends. Recently, she
became entangled in finger-crocheting and may be
found under a mound of yarn and a very large
blanket.

by Monique Polak
In this column we welcome our newest Members.
STEVEN BARWIN moved to
Los Angeles after
graduating university to
become a television writer.
He had a lot of fun,
survived an earthquake,
and then was selected to
interview for Ryerson’s TV
program. He got in, which
brought him back to
Toronto. Steven entered the
writing world with an intern position for the CBC’s
top sketch comedy show, Royal Canadian Airfarce. He
picked up many skills that took him on a journey
writing for action, drama, sports and young adult
television shows in LA and Toronto. Steven was also
head writer for the NASCAR and WWE DVD board
game series. Steven now leads a double life as a
writer and middle school teacher. He writes novels
for middle-grade and high school readers. He has
written ten sports themed stories, as well as four
realistic fiction novels. His most recent novel is No
Known Address (Lorimer, 2020).

LESLIE GENTILE always
wanted to be a writer and
musician, and constantly
irritated her family by
singing loudly and telling
stories. They encouraged
her to pursue her dreams,
mainly so they could get
some peace and quiet.
Leslie now performs music
with two of her grownup
children in The Leslie Gentile Band. Leslie and her
husband Dan live on Vancouver Island with a German
Shepherd who is convinced he is a lap dog, and a cat
who snores. Leslie loves fish and chips, beading,
camping, splashing around on beaches, and hanging
out with her three grandchildren. Elvis, Me and the
Lemonade Stand Summer (Cormorant Books) was
released in February 2021. It won the Victoria
Children’s Book Prize, and is a finalist in Alberta’s
Rocky Mountain Book Awards and Ontario’s Silver
Birch Awards. Leslie is of northern Salish, Tuscarora
and Scottish heritage.

DOROTHY BENTLEY grewup in southern Ontario
where she discovered a love
of nature, books, and
scribbling words.
Transplanted to Alberta,
she is a previous freelance
writer of articles, cartoons,
and columns and has
recently shifted to writing
solely poetry and fiction.
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CYLITA GUY is a Torontobased ecologist, data
scientist, and science
communicator who studies
bats. Her first children’s
book, Chasing Bats &
Tracking Rats (Annick Press)
is now available for preorder. In her down time,
you can find your friendly
neighbourhood batgirl
chasing her next big outdoor adventure.

She was a lead writer of the Revised Science and
Technology Curriculum (2007) in Ontario and coauthor of From Engagement to Empowerment: Reflections
on Science Education. She began her writing for
children in an educational context, but has recently
started to explore trade books. Her latest, Twelve in a
Race (Plumleaf Press), a rhyming book about a
Chinese Zodiac legend featuring ordinal numbers, is
about to go to press. She is currently working on
more picture books and an early chapter book for
middle graders.
MARIA MARIANAYAGAM is
a Sri Lankan-Canadian
picture book and middlegrade author. She was born
in India and grew up in
Nigeria and four provinces
across Canada (Quebec,
Newfoundland, Ontario,
and Alberta). Maria is a
former chemical engineer
who fell in love with
children’s books (again!) after becoming an amma.
Maria enjoys writing lyrical picture books centred on
STEM, faith, and South Asian culture, as well as high
concept middle-grade grounded in culture. Her book
I Am a Force (Sourcebooks eXplore) will be released in
2023. When Maria is not writing, she can be found
travelling the world, devouring books, and spending
time with her wonderful family. She resides in
Calgary with her husband and two daughters. You
can follow her on Twitter and Instagram
@MSMarianayagam, and learn more at
marianayagam.com.

JENNIFER HARRIS lives in a
storybook house (really) in
Waterloo, Ontario. When
not reading and writing,
she teaches at the
University of Waterloo.
Kirkus wrote of her first
book, She Stitched the Stars:
A Story of Ellen Harding
Baker’s Solar System Quilt
(Albert Whitman, 2021):
“The text bubbles with enthusiasm” and “sparkles
with curiosity and joy; it’s sure to inspire questions in
young listeners.”
CATHERINE LITTLE is an
experienced educator,
consultant and writer. She
has been a Science and
Technology teacher,
Science Department chair,
and Science and
Technology Instructional
Leader for the Toronto
District School Board
(TDSB). Catherine has
written for professional journals, such as Educational
Leadership, and has co-written books about Canada,
mathematics, science, and English language learners.
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ELIZA MARTIN is a theatre
artist, writer, and child and
youth counsellor (M.A.
CYC). On-stage, Eliza
works as a professional
actor and award-winning
solo performer, having
written and performed
three one-woman shows: O
(NYC United Solo Award
Best Satire, All About Solo,
Critics’ Choice), Harvey & The Extraordinary (My
Entertainment World - 2018 Critics’ Pick Award
Nominee, Outstanding Solo Performance) and
BLOOM (Bad Hats Theatre, 2019 Creator-inResidence). Her second play Harvey and the
Extraordinary was adapted into a middle-grade novel
and published by Annick Press in 2021. Eliza holds an
Honours Bachelor of Arts (Theatre Specialist, English
Major) from the University of Toronto and a Master
of Arts (Child and Youth Care) from Ryerson
University. When not on-stage or scribbling, she can
be found working in child and youth mental health,
and facilitating creative workshops around Toronto.
Learn more at www.elizamartin.ca.

DENA SEIFERLING
graduated with a BFA and
Visual Communications
degree from the Alberta
College of Art and Design
where she later worked as
an instructor for eleven
years. She currently
pursues her illustration
and needle-felted art,
which exhibits at the Corey
Helford Gallery in Los Angeles. Her previous books
include King Mouse and Bear Wants to Sing, written by
Cary Fagan, and Alice & Gert: An Ant and Grasshopper
Story, written by Helaine Becker. Dena’s upcoming
books include her debut writing effort The Language of
Flowers, and Night Lunch, written by Eric Fan. Dena
lives in Calgary, Alberta.
GALADRIEL WATSON has
published 24 non-fiction
books for children,
including Running Wild:
Awesome Animals in Motion
(Annick Press, 2020) and
Extreme Abilities: Amazing
Human Feats and the Simple
Science Behind Them (Annick
Press, 2019). She has also
published over 50
magazine articles for kids and has a wide range of
publishing credits for adults in outlets like The
Washington Post, The Globe and Mail, and Discover
magazine. Her specialty is taking complex topics,
often on science, and presenting them in ways that
are easy to understand and fun to read. She has a
Master of Fine Arts in Creative Writing from the
University of British Columbia, where she won the
2016 Penguin Random House/Hazlitt Award in
Creative Writing; a Bachelor of Arts with Distinction
in Writing from the University of Victoria; and a
Bachelor of Commerce with Distinction in Marketing

MEGAN McISAAC is the
author of several books for
young people including The
Bear House (Holiday House)
and Alien Road (Orca). She
has a Master’s degree in
writing for children from
the University of
Winchester in the U.K.
Meaghan currently lives
with her family in Whitby,
Ontario. When she’s not writing and reading, she’s
drawing… a lot.
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and Entrepreneurship from McGill University. Learn
more at www.galadrielwatson.com.

NEWS ROUNDUP
By Elizabeth MacLeod

JESSICA WILLIAMS was
born in BC’s Lower
Mainland, raised in a small
northern BC community
and transplanted to
Saskatchewan, but she
feels at home wherever her
books are. She has written
seven children’s book, three
of which she also
illustrated. Her most
recent books are I Can’t Clean My Room (All Write Here
Publishing, 2021); Sleeping Brilliant (All Write Here
Publishing, 2020); You Can’t Invite a Fish to Party,
illustrated by Jimena de la Vega (All Write Here
Publishing, 2019) and Mama’s Cloud, illustrated by
Mateya Ark (All Write Here Publishing, 2018). Jessica
loves reading to children and encouraging a love of
creativity and writing through her presentations.

Atlantic Region
No updates in this issue.

Québec
Welcome to new Friend Cornelia Brack, Montreal;
Katherine Warren, Bromont.
ANNE RENAUD is thrilled
that her picture book
Albertine Petit-Brindamour
DÉTESTE les choux de
Bruxelles (La courte échelle)
was nominated for the Prix
Harry Black de l’album
jeunesse award, the Forest
of Reading’s Prix Peuplier
award and the Prix des
libraires du Québec
jeunesse award. Anne lives and continues to eat her
Brussels sprouts in Westmount.

"

Ontario (Outside Toronto)
Welcome to new Friends Susan Calvert-Gordon,
Oakville; Suzanne Elson, Ilderton; Linda English,
Ottawa; Nina Forte, Newmarket; Sarah Jackson,
Vaughan; Robin Larin, Ancaster; Kevin Lee,
Chatham; Jill Macdonald, Mississauga; Rosemary
MacGilchrist, Markham; Priti Maheshwari,
Cambridge; Judith Mann, Locust Hill; Jennifer
McAfee, Innisfil; Anne McGuire, Amherstburg;
Laurie Morin, Sudbury; Anita Purcell, Orillia; Pilar
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Rey de Castro, Mississauga; Lynne Stronach,
Newcastle; Valerie Trew, Guelph; Charmaine
Wright, Brampton.

previously published anthologies published in 2016
and 2018. Jean lives in Bobcaygeon.
KATHY CLARK is pleased to announce the publication
of her middle grade/young adult book Ivan’s Choice
(self-published), a companion book to the previously
published The Choice (Second Story Press). Ivan’s
Choice gives Ivan’s account of what happened after his
best friend Jakob revealed that his family is Jewish.
Set in World War II during the Nazi occupation of
Hungary, Jakob’s revelation has drastic consequences.
At age 13, Ivan realizes that he can no longer obey his
father who is not only a Nazi sympathizer but is also
a sergeant in Hungary’s brutal Arrow Cross regime.
Behind his father’s back, Ivan helps the efforts of
Raoul Wallenberg to save the lives of many Jews,
including the family of his best friend. Though a work
of fiction, the book is sprinkled throughout with
factual details and depicts the dramas and dangers
that gripped people’s lives during the Nazi
occupation. Kathy lives in Kanata.

ROSANNA BATTIGELLI was
happy to participate in the
Sudbury Market at Science
North on October 30,
featuring her book Pumpkin
Orange, Pumpkin Round
(Pajama Press), both in
hardcover and board book
formats. It’s illustrated by
Tara Anderson. The Little
Book Worm Club shared
this about the book on October 12: “Here’s another
sweet not so spooky Halloween book we’ve added to
our collection this year! Follow the cutest cast of
kitties in this simple rhyming book as they visit a
pumpkin patch, carve & decorate their pumpkins,
head out for a night of trick-or-treating and end the
night with snuggles and a good book. Sounds like the
perfect Halloween to me!” Rosanna lives on
Robinson-Huron Treaty Territory, Territory of the
Atikameksheng Anishinabek and Wahnapitae First
Nations in Sudbury.

OKSANNA CRAWLEY
reports that her book, Teach
and Test ABC’s and More:
Reading and Writing Tips for
Parents (Ingram Spark), is
full of easy-to-follow advice
that goes hand-in-hand
with what preschool and
kindergarten teachers do
in the classroom. “Have you
ever wondered when do I
start reading to my child? Do I teach upper case or
lower case letters? How should I teach my child to
write their name? What sight words should I teach?
What books do I use? How do I teach beginning
writing?” Oksanna’s book demonstrates how to teach
letters and their sounds, teach sight words, pick the
right books for beginning readers, use the right
reading prompts (not “sound it out”) and more. She
has included checklists and testing forms, too. The

LISA DERESTI BETIK is excited to announce that In the
Dark: The Science of What Happens at Night (Kids Can
Press), illustrated by Josh Holinaty, is a 2022 Forest of
Reading Yellow Cedar Award nominee. In the Dark is
also a 2021/2022 Red Cedar Book Award nominee
(British Columbia’s Young Readers’ Choice Book
Awards) and is shortlisted for the 2021 Vancouver
Children’s Literature Roundtable Information Book
Award. Lisa is happy that Canadian students will be
reading about the wonders of the night this school
year. She lives in Waterloo.
JEAN BOOKER has her short story Once Upon a Time in
the anthology, Kawartha Lakes Stories (Kawartha Lakes
Authors’ Association). She also had stories in the two
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book is available in paperback or e-book format
through amazon.ca and, for stores, schools and
libraries, it’s available through Ingram’s Books in
Print database. Oksanna lives in Brampton.

AIMEE REID’s newest picture book, Welcome Home
(Beach Lane Books, an imprint of Simon & Schuster),
will be released January 4. Its gentle, rhyming text
highlights the many people waiting to welcome a new
baby into the world. First mom and dad, then
siblings, then grandparents—then aunts, uncles,
cousins and neighbours surround the new little one
with love. Rashin Keiriyeh’s exuberant illustrations
convey the warmth with which this cherished baby is
received. Aimee will be celebrating the release of
Welcome Home with giveaways and draws. Please visit
her website or stay in touch with Aimee’s social media
accounts @aimeereidbooks for more information.
Aimee lives in Hamilton.

NAN FORLER is delighted to announce news of her
latest picture book. Rodney Was a Tortoise will officially
emerge from its shell in February 2022. With the
sweetest, most poignant illustrations by Yong Ling
Kang, this book touches on themes of connection and
loss. Nan’s book, Trampoline Boy (both Tundra Books)
is currently one of the books in the Storytime Trail
interactive, outdoor literacy program for schools.
Find out more at storytimetrail.ca. Nan is also happy
to share that she has recently signed with Hilary
McMahon at Westwood Creative Artists. Nan lives in
Waterloo.

KATHY STINSON would like
to thank everyone who
tuned in for her virtual
Stubbs Lecture on
November 11 or watched
the recording during the
week it was available. She
both missed mingling with
people in person after the
event and appreciated that
supporters from afar were
able to attend—as far away as from Malta. Due to
privacy concerns, the Toronto Public Library could
not share with Kathy the list of registrants or
attendees, so she very much appreciated seeing
names pop up in the Chat and hearing from people
when it was all over. She again extends “Happy
reading” wishes to everyone and “if writing is
something you do or have dreamed of someday
doing, happy writing.” Kathy lives in Rockwood.

JEAN MILLS launched her
third young-adult novel,
The Legend (Red Deer Press),
in November. The story
follows injured teen hockey
player Griffin Tardiff,
whose foray into the world
of sports media is
complicated by an
unreliable adult mentor,
two very different girls and
a small boy who needs his help. Jean dipped into her
own experience on the media bench as a basis for
Griffin’s press box adventures. The Legend is Jean’s
third book with Red Deer and one of the final books
acquired and edited by Canadian children’s
publishing legend Peter Carver, to whom the book is
dedicated. In other news, Jean’s first contribution to
the “Soundings” series, Loud (Orca Books) is about a
star hockey player who suddenly goes silent and
shuts out all his teammates. It will arrive in winter
2023. Jean lives in Guelph.

ANITA YASUDA announces that editor Yasemin Uçar
has acquired the world rights to Anita’s book
Bollywood Beat (Kids Can). The picture book tells the
story of two Indian sisters’ dance recital performance
that spins into an intergenerational mash-up. The
deal was arranged by Lori Steel of Raven Quill
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Literary Agency for publication in fall 2024. Anita
lives in Orangeville.

CATHERINE LITTLE is thrilled to announce the
upcoming publication of her picture book Twelve in a
Race (Plumleaf Press), illustrated by Sae Kimura.
“Twelve animals, big and small came to answer The
Emperor’s call. Ready? Set? Go! Let’s begin. The race
was on—who would win?” Twelve in a Race will be
available in early 2022.

Toronto
Welcome to new Friends Meghan Bruni, Rebecca
Davey, Elizabeth Komisar, C.L. Leitch, Karen Lewis,
Mary Beth MacLean, Hannah Yoon, Tamla Young.

ELIZABETH MACLEOD’s latest book, Meet David
Suzuki, is receiving great reviews. Quill & Quire says,
“… MacLeod expertly integrates important themes by
highlighting Suzuki’s motivations…” and the book is
“… a strong introduction to the work of a longrespected Canadian environmentalist that will appeal
to young students.” Library staff across Canada chose
Meet David Suzuki for the November-December Loan
Stars Top 10 Junior list, saying “… this portrait of
David Suzuki couples simple yet compelling writing
with comic-flavoured illustrations by Mike Deas that
help bring this fascinating story to life!” Library
Services Centre included the book on its SpringSummer 2021 list of Juvenile Notables. Liz spoke
about biographies on November 17 as part of an IBBY
Canada panel and on November 24 to library
technicians with the Toronto Catholic School Board.
Watch for Meet Mary Ann Shadd (both Scholastic
Canada) next spring!

TZIPORAH COHEN’s middle-grade novel No Vacancy
(Groundwood Books) was the recipient of the
Canadian Children’s Book Centre’s inaugural Jean
Little First Novel Award. The book has also been
nominated for the 2022 Forest of Reading Silver Birch
Fiction Award.
STEPHANIE COOKE is
kicking off a brand-new
middle-grade graphic
novel series called “The
Racc Pack” (Simon &
Schuster), illustrated by
Whitney Gardner. The City
of Toronto may be doing its
best to keep the raccoon
population out of its
garbage, but that’s not
going to stop the Bins family from continuing in their
pursuit of the tastiest, most delicious trash they can
find. So when a fancy new grocery store opens up in
their neighbourhood, the dumpster-diving critters
hatch a heist so daring, it’ll have them rolling in
garbage all winter long. Publication for the first book
is planned for fall 2023.

KENNETH OPPEL’s novel
Bloom (HarperCollins
Canada) was shortlisted for
the TD Children’s
Literature Award. In the
United States, the book has
been nominated for several
state readers’ choice
awards: the Louisiana
Reader’s Choice Award,
Florida’s Sunshine State
Young Reader Award, the Maine Student Book Award
and Vermont’s Golden Dome Book Award.

ELLEN S. JAFFE reports that her book Feast of Lights
(Sumach Press), a novel about Chanukah for ages 10
to 14, is available on Amazon Kindle. Published in
2006, the book is now out of print but remains timely
since it’s a story about a family dealing with love and
grief—and a special Menorah that lights up miracles.
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BARBARA REID will be a presenter at the 2022
Reading for the Love of It Conference on February 24
and 25 at the Sheraton Centre Hotel in Toronto. She is
loving the fact that the conference will once again be
live and in person and that she will be presenting her
hot-off-the-press newest picture book I Love You More
(Scholastic Canada), written by Emil Sher. So much
love!

get involved in making a difference where they live.”
Frieda and Liz couldn’t agree more!

ALISHA SEVIGNY is delighted to announce the
upcoming release of The Oracle of Avaris, the third book
in her historical adventure series “Secrets of the
Sands.” The first book in the series, The Lost Scroll of the
Physician (both Dundurn Press), was recently
shortlisted for the 2021 Red Cedar, Hackmatack and
MYRCA Sundogs Book Awards. Alisha currently splits
her time between Toronto; Kitimat, British
Columbia; and the Cayman Islands.

PATRICIA MILLERSCHROEDER is pleased that
her young-adult
prehistoric novel Sisters of
the Wolf (Dundurn) was
published on August 23.
This story follows the
adventures and challenges
of a Neanderthal girl, an
early modern human girl
and a wolf, 40,000 years
ago in Ice Age Europe as they try to evade a
murderous hunter and return to their families. In
October, Pat was thrilled to learn that Sisters of the
Wolf was nominated for a Red Maple Award in the
Ontario Library Association’s Forest of Reading
Program for 2021/22. The winner of the award will be
announced in May. Congratulations to all the
nominees in all the categories of the Forest of
Reading. It’s an honour to be in your company! Pat
lives in Regina.

Manitoba, Saskatchewan & Alberta
Welcome to new Friends Allison Boehm, Treherne,
MB; Dale Wilson, Calgary.

RINA SINGH’s picture book Grandmother School (Orca)
won the 2021 British Columbia & Yukon Book Prize.
Her picture book 111 Trees (Kids Can) was the joint
winner of the 2021 Social Justice Award (International
Literacy Association) for Non-Fiction. It also won the
Northern Lights Book Award in the Non-Fiction
category. As well, 111 Trees has been shortlisted for the
2022 Yellow Cedar Award (Forest of Reading). Rina’s
board book My Heart Beats (Orca) was chosen for the
BC Babies Program in which a board book is given to
every baby born through the year.
FRIEDA WISHINSKY and ELIZABETH MACLEOD
report that their book How to Become an Accidental
Activist (Orca) continues to receive great reviews. “As
they have done countless times, Elizabeth MacLeod
and Frieda Wishinsky bring their formidable talent
for doing excellent research to this book about
activism,” says the blog Sal’s Fiction Addiction. “This
book would be a perfect fit in a middle year’s
classroom,” the review continues. “One or two entries
read aloud each day would astound and encourage
students to find out more, to look for others and to

British Columbia, Yukon, Nunavut
& North West Territories
Welcome to new Friends Karen Hugdahl Meyer,
Victoria.
KAREN AUTIO launched her middle-grade STEM
novel Making Seaker (Crwth Press) in September in
Nipigon, Ontario, where the story is set, with local
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students. She also
launched in person and via
livestream in Thunder Bay,
Ontario, at the brand new
Entershine Bookshop as
their inaugural author
event. Moving to a new
town is tough, especially
when you’re different. In
Making Seaker, Jamie loves
science, math and building
things AND she’s determined to find a friend. Can a
STEM project be the key? Visit www.seaker.ca for
more information. Karen’s picture book I Can Too!
(Scholastic) for ages 3 to 6 about diversability,
inclusion and friendship, illustrated by Laura
Watson, will be published in fall 2022. Karen lives in
Kelowna.

enjoy using it as a novel study due to its prevalent
themes. Tanya lives in Creston, BC.
MEGAN CLENDENAN has a
non-fiction middle grade
book releasing in March
2022 titled Fresh Air, Clean
Water: Our Right to a Healthy
Environment (Orca). With
beautiful illustrations by
Julie McLaughlin, the book
dives into the connections
between our health and our
environment and
highlights kids around the world who are going to
court to protect both people and the planet. Megan
lives in North Vancouver.
SARAH ELLIS celebrates iconic Canadian pianist
Glenn Gould in her new book, As Glenn as Can Be
(Groundwood). This picture book portrait of a child
who discovered a way to be truly and gloriously
himself is illustrated by NANCY VO. Sarah and Nancy
live in Vancouver.

LINDA BAILEY is the 2021 recipient of the Vicky
Metcalf Award for Literature for Young People,
presented by the Writers Trust of Canada each year
for “an exceptional body of work in children’s
literature.” Thanks to the Metcalf Foundation, the
Writers Trust and this year’s jury, which included
HADLEY DYER, MARTHE JOCELYN and MAHTAB
NARSIMHAN. Linda lives in Vancouver.

GINALINA announces her new picture book and early
reader title release! The Lively Forest is illustrated by
nature artist Kelley Wills. Ginalina is a Junonominated singer-songwriter and this is her second
book in this West Coast series. It features rich ecodiversity and a multi-generation BIPOC community
enjoying time in the forest and was inspired by the
author’s own outdoor family adventures. The official
book launch was celebrated at the Vancouver Sun Yat
Sen Classical Chinese Garden on December 4. On a
related note, Ginalina’s first book, The Mighty River
(both Peppermint Toast Publishing), is now available
in braille and Tactile Illustration, for seeing impaired
and blind audiences. It is also accessible as an
audiobook, both with and without image
descriptions, through the special collection of the

TANYA CHRISTENSON’s debut young-adult novel, A
Soft Place to Fall (Red Deer), was released on October
27. A Soft Place to Fall is about a troubled group of
teens who are trying to find their way in the world
despite the many traumas that seem to follow them.
Tanya is a teacher and school counsellor and the
challenging students are the ones that tug at her
heart. She’s been writing this book in her mind for
years, wanting others to look a little more deeply, to
find some empathy and also to give teens hope, that
despite a traumatic past, you can be resilient and find
your way in the world. Both teens (12 years old and
up) and adults will relate to the characters in this
book. Middle and secondary school teachers can
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National Network for Equitable Library Services
(NNELS). Ginalina lives in Vancouver.

schools once in-person author visits resume. She
travels to the far west coast as often as she can.
Debbie lives in Vancouver.

ISABELLE GROC’s latest
non-fiction book,
Conservation Canines: How
Dogs Work for the
Environment (Orca) was
released on September 14.
The book highlights the
human-animal bond and
discusses how dogs are
lending their paws and
noses to fix some of the
most complex environmental problems on the planet.
With their precise sense of smell, hardworking
temperament and ability to bond with humans, these
canine conservation heroes track elusive, endangered
animals, help enforce wildlife protection laws, assist
in controlling invasive species and more. They also
protect livestock against predator attacks and
promote human-wildlife coexistence. The book
includes a foreword by actor and author Anjelica
Huston and features Isabelle’s own photographs of
working canines, many of them former shelter dogs.
Isabelle lives in Vancouver and Salt Spring Island,
BC.

International
GORDON KORMAN is
pleased to welcome his
99th book, Operation DoOver (Balzer & Bray imprint
from HarperCollins),
coming out January 2022.
This is the last book before
he moves into triple digits.
Gordon is also happy to
note that his book Restart
(Scholastic) is still on the
New York Times Bestseller List. Gordon lives in Great
Neck, NY, USA.
LAWRENCE SCHIMEL’s two board books Early One
Morning and Bedtime, Not Playtime!, both illustrated by
Elina Braslina, are forthcoming in a special two-inone edition in Basque, German, Luxembourgish,
Polish and Slovak translations. His translation into
Spanish of Lucy Tries Soccer (all Orca), written by Lisa
Bowes and illustrated by James Hearne, was
published in October. Lawrence lives in Madrid,
Spain.

DEBORAH HODGE has received her advance copy of
West Coast Wild at Low Tide. It’s illustrated by Karen
Reczuch and will be released on March 1, 2022. The
book invites children to “imagine what you might see
on a beach walk at low tide” by turning the pages of
this third title in the “West Coast Wild” series (all
Groundwood). The art shows gorgeous close-up
paintings of intertidal creatures (brightly coloured
sea stars, a Giant Pacific octopus, busy hermit crabs,
delicate sand dollars, fish that camouflage and other
intriguing marine animals), as well as panoramic
views of the magnificent land and seascapes of the
Pacific west coast. Deborah is thrilled with the new
book and hopes to be able to share it with students in

Members can be contacted via the form on the CANSCAIP
site Membership page.
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The Ninth Annual

check a word this way I think of dear Claire—of her
warmth, her dry wit, and her unflagging loyalty to
Canadian children’s book writers.

Claire Mackay Memorial Lecture
In 2013 CANSCAIP renamed our PYI Keynote Address in
honour of our co-founder Claire Mackay. As an ongoing
and constant reminder of the strong vision Claire had for
CANSCAIP as an organization of support and outreach,
we decided that the memorial lecture would be printed in
our newsletter as well as delivered at PYI.

I was asked to speak to you today about what the
writing life means to me. That’s a large question, so
I’ve distilled it to what is probably the most
important part of my writing life—creating
characters.
Let’s start with a little exercise. Think of these
characters: Curious George… Franklin… Ramona…
Silverwing… Anne (the one who lived in Green Gables)
… Harry Potter… or any other character from
memorable books in your childhood that you either
had read to you, or read yourself. If you loved these
characters, you know what they are like, right? They
were, and maybe still are, your friends: people (or
animals who are like people) who were so skillfully
created that they became as real as your real friends.
Now think of the stories that these characters
were in. Can you remember them as well? Yes, you
may recall that George got mixed up on his paper
route, that Ramona was confused on her first day in
grade one, that Anne dyed her hair green. But could
you tell their stories to someone else verbatim, in the
same detail that you could tell someone what they
were like?
My guess is that you don’t remember the story as
well as you remember the characters. And that’s
because the story isn’t as important! Yes, of course
plot is vital to a book, especially so in fiction for the
young. It’s what kept us up late as children, perhaps
reading under the covers with a flashlight in the days
when children were sent to bed early. We turn the
pages to find out what happens. Plot is necessary, and
creating one is a necessary skill to learn.
“Character is plot, plot is character,” stated F.Scott
Fitzgerald. The plot enables the character to act and
feel and change. The character’s actions and feelings
and changes move the plot forward. The two are
intertwined. But I don’t believe they are equal. A book
with a complicated plot and barely realized, trite

On Saturday, October 23, 2021 we welcomed
Kit Pearson to deliver our ninth annual Claire
Mackay Memorial Lecture

Martha ,
Arrietty,
Emily
and Me
By Kit Pearson
I am deeply honoured to be giving this lecture in
memory of Claire Mackay. Claire was a treasured
writing friend to me. Because she was the same age
as Norah, the main character in my novels about
children being sent to Canada during World War II,
I sent Claire the manuscript of each book in the
trilogy to check for accuracy. Claire was a stickler for
language, and her most helpful suggestions were
about slang: “We wouldn’t have said that in 1940!” she
would declare. She gave me a highly useful tip, which
I will now pass on to those of you who write about the
past: check slang words you are not sure of in a
dictionary, such as Webster’s, which gives the date of
first usage as well as the definition. Every time I
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characters —such as Nancy Drew—is not memorable
or, in my opinion, real literature. But a book with a
strong character can get away with barely any plot.
There are many episodic children’s novels, like the
Ramona series where, although each chapter may
contain a dramatic incident, the overall story is
simply the narration of a year or a school term or a
summer in the character’s life.

It was from ages eight to twelve that my appetite
for books was most satisfied. We moved to
Vancouver, and my two best friends and I were such
avid readers that we made up imaginary games about
our favourite characters: pretending we were one of
the knights of the Round Table or that we were
visiting Narnia.
It wasn’t until I was in library school that I
discovered that many of the authors I read then were
from what is sometimes called the “second golden
age of children’s literature”: the fifties and early
sixties. My friends and I also happened upon many
books from the first golden age, that of the late
Victorians and Edwardians. Lewis Carroll, C.S.
Lewis, Louisa May Alcott, George MacDonald. E.
Nesbit, Arthur Ransome, J.M. Barrie, Edward Eager,
Eleanor Farjeon, Eleanor Estes, L.M. Montgomery—
the novels of these and many other writers, as well as
books of Arthurian legends and stories of Robin
Hood, enriched my life. I should add that I
supplemented this nourishing diet with much junk
food: series about the Happy Hollisters and the
Bobbsey Twins, books with hard shiny covers about
Annette Funicello, and as many dog stories as I could
find.
When I was twelve, we returned to Edmonton, a
devastating move for me. I missed my best friends
desperately. They seemed far preferable to the girls in
my grade seven class, who talked about such
mysterious and scary subjects as shag sweaters and
sock hops. I became so lonely that reading was my
lifeline; the characters in books seemed, not just my
friends, but my only friends.

I was born in Edmonton in 1947, and as far back as
I can remember I was befriended, entertained,
inspired, and comforted by the characters in books.
My mother read to me, and then me and my brother,
before our naps and before bedtime. We listened to
many Little Golden Books, all of Beatrix Potter and
A.A. Milne, books of fairy tales, and other books
whose titles I can’t remember. I was enthralled by a
story about a circus dog who was, first the smallest,
and then the biggest, dog in the world; and by
another picture book where a lonely horse peeks into
lighted windows at nights. (If anyone recognizes
these books and knows their titles, let me know!)
The characters I took most to heart when I was a
preschooler were the ones who inhabited the
Hundred Acre Wood. Interestingly, I wasn’t as much
drawn to A.A. Milne’s human character, Christopher
Robin, as I was to the human-like animals who
inhabited the forest. How I yearned to live in a tree
like Pooh and Piglet and Owl! I even wondered if I
was related to Pooh. Milne says that Pooh “lived under
the name of Sanders”, and that was my father’s name.
After I learned to read, I became a constant book
borrower from the mobile library that came to our
school once a week. The characters that made the
most impression on me in those early grades were
the ones created by Beverley Cleary: Henry Huggins
and his friends and, especially, Ellen Tebbits. I was so
moved when I heard of Cleary’s death in March of
this year, at age almost 105! It is remarkable that the
author I loved as a child was still writing books when
I became a children’s librarian.

I’d like to tell you about the three characters that
affected me the most in my childhood reading—how
they influenced not only my young life, but the
characters I later created myself. It is very difficult to
choose only three. How can I leave out Peter Pan, or
Lucy, in the Narnia books, or Sara Crewe, or Laura of
the Little House books, or Jo March, or Jane Moffat,
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or Titty, the brave “able seaman” of the Swallows and
Amazons?
I’ve decided to choose the three characters, all
girls, who represent three different aspects of both
my life and my books. Two of them you will be
familiar with. The first is, sadly, not as well known.
Her name is Martha, and she’s the main character
in a story by Eleanor Farjeon called “A Bad Day for
Martha”. I discovered this story at age nine, in an
annual called Number Five Joy Street, a
British book that my great-aunt in
Scotland sent me one Christmas. The
story is also a chapter in Eleanor
Farjeon’s autobiography, A Nursery in
the Nineties. Here she calls it “A Bad
Day for Nellie” and narrates it in the
first person.
The story was published in 1927,
but it takes place in a late 1890s
Victorian world. It depicts the
fantasies and frustrations of a small
girl, probably about eight, who goes
through her bad day being constantly
misunderstood by the adults around her. Shy,
sensitive, and lonely, Martha is sustained and
consoled by her imagination, especially by the stories
she makes up in bed. Here is one example where the
adult world does not understand her fantasy:

Martha got down from the table with a great
sense of disturbance going on inside her. She now felt
partly like a teapot and partly like a silly little girl.
She tried hard to keep hold of the teapot feeling,
because she hadn’t quite finished with it when Miss
Hawton came in and interrupted her; but the sillylittle-girl feeling gained ground rapidly, and by the
time she reached the nursery she was feeling hot and
small and sort of guilty—not naughty-guilty, but
guilty because it was so silly to be so
silly.
I read this story so many times I
practically had it memorized. Here
was someone just like me! Like
Martha, I was shy, sensitive, and
imaginative. Like her, I often planned
schemes that backfired. At our new
house in Vancouver, we had a laurel
hedge going down one side of a wall. I
was sure, at age eight, that if I threw
myself from the top of the wall into
the hedge backwards, it would be like
landing in a soft pillow. When I appeared in the
house, scratched and bleeding, my mother asked in
despair why I would even think of doing such a thing?
Like Martha, I lay in bed every night making up
stories. These were complicated narratives involving
Peter Pan, fairies, God, and Dick and Jane, who were
so boring that they inspired me to make up more
exciting adventures for them.
Until I read “A Bad Day for Martha” I had never
before encountered fiction that so much depicted the
inner life—especially the inner turmoil—of a child. In
fact, it wasn’t until after the publication of Harriet the
Spy, in 1964, that it became common to portray the
anguish of children as well as the joys.
“A Bad Day for Martha” depicts in excruciating,
honest detail a confused and unhappy little girl. How
Farjeon portrays Martha’s emotions was remarkable
for its time, and I wish that the story was better
known.

The breakfast hadn’t been cleared away, and the
crumby plates and jammy spoons had been pushed
aside on the cloth to make room for Martha herself,
who was squatting in the middle of the table
surrounded by the milk-jug, the slop-bowl, the sugarbasin, and the teacups. She was looking down at the
things very intently.
“Good gracious, Martha,” said Miss Hawton,
“what are you doing?’
“I’m seeing what it’s like to be a teapot,” said
Martha.
“Don’t be a silly little girl,” said Miss Hawton.
“We’ve begun lessons. Come along.”
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Arrietty Clock is a Borrower—and I don’t need
to explain to this group who they are. I encountered
her at about age eleven and devoured the first four
books about her adventures. Arrietty’s longing to
escape from the restrictions of both her dark,
underground life, and the anxiety with which her
fussy parents surround her, really struck a chord with
me. To behave properly was the unwritten rule in my
own family. Because I was a girl, this rule became
stricter the older I grew. I had spent
much of my childhood running free in
the outdoors: climbing trees in
Vancouver and exploring the lake in a
canoe at our summer cottage in
Alberta. But as I approached
adolescence this freedom became
threatened. I began to be told I was
too much of a tomboy, and that I had
to behave like a young lady. Arrietty
awakened in me a resolve not to be
encumbered with the fetters of correct
female behaviour. When Arrietty gets
her freedom, in The Borrowers Afield, I
knew exactly how she felt—because
my freedom was threatened. Here is a
scene where, after the Clock family’s escape from the
house, Arrietty wakes up in the old boot where they
have spent their first night. She ventures out into the
morning alone:

Unlike Arrietty, who has gone from oppression to
freedom, I felt that I was being taken from freedom
into the oppression of growing up. But Arrietty’s
fierce determination to hang onto her freedom,
despite the fears of her parents that they are
surrounded by danger, gave me to the courage to
rebel against my mother’s fears.
It has always amazed me how you find the right
book to read at the right time in your
life. One afternoon when I was almost
thirteen, miserable at my new school
in Edmonton, I discovered a trunk of
old children’s books in my
grandparents’ basement. They had
belonged to my aunt, and my
grandmother said I could take them
home. It was then, when I needed her
most, that I found Emily.
Emily of New Moon was, of course,
written by L.M. Montgomery, and is
the most autobiographical of her
novels. I knew Anne already, but her
constant chatter irritated me and she
seemed too earnest to be true.
Emily I took to my heart at once. Like Anne, she
was an orphan, sent to live with two aunts. And she
was a writer! Emily also sometimes had a strange,
almost mystical experience she called the “flash”,
which the author has said she used to experience
herself:

She slid out from between her sleeping parents and
just as she was, with bare feet and in her vest and
petticoat, she ventured out of doors.
It was a glorious day, sunlit and rain-washed—
the earth breathing out its scents. “This,” Arrietty
thought, “is what I have longed for; what I have
imagined; what I knew existed—what I knew we’d
have!”… What a world—mile upon mile, thing after
thing, layer upon layer of unimagined richness—
and she might never have seen it! She might have
lived and died as so many of her relations had done,
in dusty twilight—hidden behind a wainscot.

It had always seemed to Emily, ever since she could
remember, that she was very, very near to a world of
wonderful beauty. Between it and herself hung only a
thin curtain; she could never draw the curtain aside
—but sometimes, just for a moment, a wind fluttered
it and then it was as if she caught a glimpse of the
enchanting realm beyond—only a glimpse—and
heard a note of unearthly music.
This moment came rarely—went swiftly, leaving
her breathless with the inexpressible delight of it.
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She could never recall it—never summon it—never
pretend it; but the wonder of it stayed with her for
days… And always when the flash came to her Emily
felt that life was a wonderful, mysterious thing of
persistent beauty.

There’s something powerful about Emily of New
Moon. Sentimental as it is, it has had a great influence
on many writers. Jane Urquhart, Alice Munro,
Rosemary Sutcliff and Jean Little were all very
affected by it as children.

Of these three books, Emily does not satisfy me as
much as an adult. You can see even from that short
passage how flowery Montgomery’s writing can be.
But that didn’t bother me as a child.
For I had, once in a while, experienced
a kind of flash, a oneness with nature
and response to beauty that was
painfully intense. I don’t want to start
sounding as fey as Maud
Montgomery! But the “flash”, and the
fact that Emily feels a need to write
down all the things she observes,
made a profound impression on me.
I had always had inklings of
wanting to be a writer, although I had
never told anyone and scarcely
attempted to write stories except for
the few occasions when we had to in
school. But I had always made things
up, both by myself and with my friends. I had also
always felt like an observer.
I remember one beautiful fall afternoon in
Vancouver, crouching in the bushes in my friend’s
garden, my bow and arrow by my side. I was Little
John, waiting for Robin Hood’s signal on the other
side of the garden. A thought came into my head out
of nowhere: “Someday I will write about this.”
After I read about Emily I knew I was a writer—she
confirmed it. The last sentence of the book is “I am
going to write a diary, that it may be published when
I die.” I immediately bought a blank book and began a
journal with the same sentence. I immediately went
to the library and got the next two books in the series,
where, as Emily grows up and becomes a published
author, I found out exactly what that was like.

So here they are, three inspiring characters from
my childhood reading: Martha, Arrietty and Emily.
What do they each represent? Martha is the
vulnerable, inner child. Arrietty is the
rebellious and brave one. And Emily is
the artist. I identified with all three of
them and my real self—the one I kept
secret from the adult world—was
comforted by Martha, confirmed by
Arrietty, and inspired by Emily. Lena
Dunham has said that, when she was
a child, her identity was not male or
female, but fiction! I entirely agree.
Nobody knew that the shy and often
frightened child called Kit was really
Martha or Arrietty or Emily.
Other characters affected me in a
similar way. Although, as I have
stated, there weren’t too many
characters in the children’s books of the time whose
inner lives were as richly portrayed as was Martha’s,
sometimes I would come upon, and identify with,
moments of inner turmoil in a character. This
happened in The Middle Moffat, by Eleanor Estes,
where Jane is in agony over whether or not to eat the
extra chop offered her at a friend’s, in case it’s
supposed to be saved for the maid; in Ellen Tebbitts,
who is mortified about having to wear woollen
underwear under her ballet outfit; in Noel
Streatfeild’s Ballet Shoes, when Pauline, after acting
like a prima donna, loses her part to the understudy;
and especially in Arthur Ransome’s Pigeon Post, where
Titty is so frightened of trying water-divining. She
calls herself a “duffer” to force herself to do it. After
reading that book I would often tell myself not to be a
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duffer when I was frightened of something—I still
do!
I also encountered other characters as brave and
rebellious as Arrietty. In The Chinese Twins by Lucy
Fitch Perkins, I read about Moon Flower, who is
forbidden to be educated, but runs away to join her
brother at his school. Lucy, in the Narnia series, and
Laura Ingalls, were spunky role models. Sara Crewe,
in A Little Princess, courageously endures her cruel
isolation in the attic.
Most of all, I was inspired by the few characters I
encountered who would grow up to become more
than wives and mothers—who would have a career.
In The Lark in the Morn, by Elfrida Vipont, I was
intrigued by another Kit, who gradually discovers her
talent as a singer. In Lyn Cook’s The Little Magic
Fiddler, about a child violinist, I learned what it was
like to enthrall an audience by one’s talent. I have only
just discovered that this Canadian novel is based on
the life of Donna Grescoe, a Canadian violinist.
The author who continually wrote about children
with aspirations was Noel Streatfeild. To my
amazement, Pauline, Petrova and Posy, the three
heroines of Ballet Shoes, first published in 1936,
actually earned money while they were still children!
At the end of the novel we learn that one sister will
become an actor, one will fly planes, and one will be a
dancer. Petrova says, “I wonder… if other girls had to
be one of us, which of us they’d choose to be?” That is
a stirring question for young readers of the time, and
it was also to me.
Besides Emily, the only future writer that I
encountered in books was Jo March. I was especially
affected by Jo’s realization that it was truer to herself
to write from reality, rather than to turn out
potboilers—which, of course, Louisa May Alcott
realized when she wrote Little Women.
These characters are a part of me, as other book
characters are a part of anyone who loves reading.
For what happens when we read a good book is a kind
of transformation: we turn into someone else. And

this happens most powerfully when we are young and
impressionable.
It’s fun to imagine, therefore, how we might be
different if we had read different books. If I had read
more books set in Canada—the ones I encountered
were mostly those of L.M. Montgomery and Farley
Mowat —I would have identified more with my own
country rather than with England or New England. If
I had read any books at all about girls loving girls—
unheard of when I was young—I may have realized I
was a lesbian far sooner that I did. Most of all, I wish
I had encountered Harriet. Louise Fitzhugh’s book
was published too late for me to read it as a child.
Later, when I discovered Harriet the Spy during library
school, I was utterly bowled over. I truly believe I
would have been more confident and articulate, both
as a person and as a writer, if Harriet had become as
much a part of me as did my other favourite
characters.
When I finally—it took me a long time!—became a
published author, my favourite characters—
especially Martha, Arrietty and Emily—had a
profound influence on my writing. How could they
not? Since they were part of me, and since you always
put yourself into your writing, these three girls
became part of my books as well. When I look back, I
can spot right away which character inspired which
character in my books. Montgomery’s Emily, the
writer, had the most influence over Awake and
Dreaming, where I portray two writers—Cecily, the
ghost of a dead children’s book writer, and Theo, who
will carry on Cecily’s legacy. Many of my other
characters possessed Emily’s talent, or Martha’s
vulnerability or Arrietty’s courage—sometimes all
three.
I have chosen two books, A Day of Signs and
Wonders, and Be My Love, as examples of how much,
sometimes to my embarrassment, I have absorbed
the personalities who inhabited my childhood
reading.
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A Day of Signs and Wonders is a fictional account of
one day in the life of Emily Carr, when she was nine. I
imagined that she encountered an older girl,
Kathleen O’Reilly, one day in 1881. Emily Carr is real,
of course—so is Kathleen, who was called Kitty. Emily
wrote extensively about her childhood, especially in
The Book of Small. Her writing was published as
fiction, but it is so autobiographical that I felt
comfortable borrowing it freely; in fact, the
inspiration for my novel is based on a
chapter in The Book of Small called
“Mrs. Crane”. Kitty’s diaries and other
writing about her are found in the
B.C. archives.
I still, however, had to create these
two characters; and I can see how I
was as much influenced by the
characters inside me as I was by Emily
and Kitty’s real lives. Emily Carr is the
artist, like Emily Byrd Starr. She is
also as rebellious as Arrietty, and her
fanciful ideas—such as dressing up
starfish in dolls’ clothes—are as
misunderstood by the adults as
Martha’s schemes. Kitty is as
vulnerable as Martha and, in her belief that her dead
little sister is still present in her life, as mystical as
Montgomery’s Emily.
Here is where the embarrassment comes in.
Sometimes I worry that my childhood reading has
had so much effect on me that I am involuntarily
copying it. I will read you a passage from the
beginning of A Day of Signs and Wonders that makes
me wince at how alike it is to the passage I have just
read to you from The Borrowers Afield.
Emily has woken up early. She decides to escape
from the hateful family where she and her sister are
staying and go for a walk, so she thrusts on her frock
and creeps out of the house:

The day was brand new, like a piece of clean paper waiting
for someone to draw upon. Despite the bright sun the air
was chilly, but Emily didn’t care. She had escaped!
She began stamping along the road, her feet raising
clouds of dust. She wasn’t wearing shoes, a hat, or her
petticoat… she wasn’t even wearing undergarments! Cool air
tickled her back where her frock was open. What if Dede
could see her? Her oldest sister sometimes accused Emily of
being like a Gypsy child. Now she was!
I’m free! gloated Emily. Free of stern Mrs.
Crane, free of failing miserably to behave.
I certainly didn’t intend to copy
Arrietty’s experience of venturing into
a fresh new day, scantily clad and
feeling free. All I can say as an excuse
is that Arrietty is so much a part of me
that I simply couldn’t prevent it. And I
don’t feel that embarrassed or guilty;
because my characters don’t just come
from those who influenced me as a
child.
So, where else do they come from?
First of all, from myself as a child. I
have a strong memory of being young—especially of
the frustration and confusion of my life being
controlled by adults. Ages eight to twelve, especially,
are still so real to me, that that’s why I write for
middle-grade readers. I often use feelings and
incidents from my childhood in my fiction. Some of
these are tiny, such as how I liked putting up the
hood of what we called “kangaroos”. I transferred this
feeling of security to Gavin, who refuses to remove
his balaclava helmet when he’s on the boat coming to
Canada.
Another example: one summer my best friend
across the street went away for a month. I missed her
so much that I used to hang around in her garden.
One day I even tried her front door—it was open! Hot
with guilt, I entered her house and skulked around
on my hands and knees in case anyone saw me
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through a window. I even went into my friend’s room
and read her diary!
This is entirely shameful, of course, but it made a
good scene in Be My Love, when Maisie sneaks into her
friend’s house.
Larger issues from my childhood have also
strongly affected my characters: being mean to my
younger brother, as Norah is; escaping reality by
reading or pretending, as does Theo, and Corrie and
her siblings; and, especially, what is
probably the central theme of much
my writing: being in conflict with my
mother. This comes to a peak in A
Handful of Time, when I portray two
troubled mother-daughter
relationships, one in the present and
one in the past.
As well as myself, I freely borrow
aspects of people I know, or have
known—especially my family! My
friend Sarah Ellis once said to me: “I
don’t envy you your family, but I envy
you your material.” That’s one of the
perks of having an unhappy
childhood, as some of mine was: it’s
great material! Not only my difficult mother, but my
very difficult grandmother, have seeped into my
fiction. “Goggie”, as we called her, was a garrulous,
snobby, selfish, and bossy woman. My family jokes
about her now, and my great-niece enjoys hearing all
the awful stories about her. It wasn’t so funny at the
time…
But Goggie turned out to be a wonderful
inspiration. She is a lot like Ruth’s mother in A
Handful of Time, and even more like Aunt Florence in
the “Guests of War” series. To my dismay, my mother
decided to read the first book in the trilogy, The Sky Is
Falling, to Goggie just before she died. I was terrified
she would recognize herself and erupt about my
unflattering portrayal of her. But Goggie liked Aunt
Florence! She told my mother she was her favourite

character, and that she felt sorry for her having to
deal with a bratty child like Norah.
My nice grandmother, whom we called Granno,
also comes into my books. She is a lot like Nonie, in
The Whole Truth and And Nothing But the Truth—loving
and merry, but with some flaws as well.
I have used other relatives, such as my Scottish
grandfather, whom I only know from family stories.
What I imagine he was like composes the character of
Grand, in Be My Love. I have used
several friends. The real Helen, for
example, in The Daring Game—Eliza’s
rebellious friend who leads her into
doing dares—is based on my friend
Suzanne, who was in my dorm at
boarding school. Like Helen, Suzanne
often told me I was too good. It
amuses me that Suzanne ended up
being the principal of an elementary
school and, when I did a reading
there, proudly told her students that
she was the real Helen.
My characters are also influenced by
the people I see and hear in my daily
life. I like to tell kids that all writers,
like Harriet, are spies. We are curious and even nosy,
always watching or eavesdropping to get ideas. Once
I was sitting on the ferry from Vancouver to Victoria.
Opposite me was a mother and daughter. They had
been arguing about something when I sat down, but
the little girl then stopped talking to her mother and
stared sadly out the window.
“What is she thinking about?” I wondered. I
decided she was making a wish—to belong to a
perfect family. That child on the ferry was the
inspiration for Theo, in Awake and Dreaming. I
described her appearance to Ron Lightburn, who did
the first cover, and his wonderful illustration looked
so much like the child I observed that I bought the
original art from him to hang on my wall.
Appearances are, in fact, very important to me. I
may or may not fully describe in my novel what my
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characters look like, but I need to have pictures of
them in my mind. Sometimes I base this picture on a
child I know. Often, I look for photos on the net, print
one out, and keep it on my bulletin board to look at
while I’m writing my first draft. While I was writing
The Sky is Falling, my character Norah walked into the
library one evening while I was working there! She
was exactly how I imagined Norah to look, and every
Wednesday evening from then on, I hoped she would
come in again.
What happens when I observe
someone, in real life or in a photo, is
that the person’s appearance triggers
me into imagining what they are like.
Of course, the real person may not be
at all how I imagine them, but that
doesn’t matter.

much. She’s not like any character I have read about.
I never had to revise a word of any of Jean’s dialogue,
never had to change any of her actions. It was as if
she was dictating her scenes to me, and I just had to
transcribe them.
And lo and behold, she is now haunting me again!
Right now, I’m writing an adult novel, that takes
place from the Edwardian period to the mid-fifties.
Part of it is—of course!—about a mother/daughter
relationship. And Jean has turned up
again, as Edith, my main character’s
mother. Maybe she’s there because she
is, once more, a clergyman’s wife.
Edith is more troubled than Jean, and
not as compassionate. But she bears
many of Jean’s characteristics and I
can’t do anything about it.
This is what you want, of course. A
kind of magic happens when your
characters take over and tell the story
for you. If you’re lucky, or hardworking, or especially inspired—
however you manage to do it—your
characters will become so wellrounded that you can get away with
other aspects of your novel that may not be working.
That’s why Emily of New Moon was so influential—in
spite of its often melodramatic plots and flowery
writing, passionate, intense Emily is unforgettable.
When I reread one of my own books, The Sky Is
Falling, I find the last few chapters weak—the crisis is
over, but I couldn’t bear to stop, so I just kept going.
Yet it’s one of my most popular novels. I think it’s
because Norah, with her stubborn courage, is so real.
Recently a young woman told me she had named her
first child after her!

The point is that my characters,
and I imagine all characters, come
from many different sources. Each is a
complicated mixture of oneself, of
characters from the fiction one has
read, and people in real life, perhaps
several. If you are lucky, the character
then assumes a life of her own and isn’t based on
anyone—she is simply herself.
If you are lucky… a few of my characters have never
completely come to life. Corrie, in A Perfect, Gentle
Knight, is so much the observer of her brother’s
anguish that she is rather one-dimensional. Andrew,
in Looking at the Moon, is so much the idealized object
of Norah’s crush, that he doesn’t seem real in his own
right.
Other characters have become so real that they
boss me around! A woman who was supposed to be a
minor character in the “Truth” trilogy—first called
Aunt Jean, from Polly’s point of view, then called
Gran, from Maisie’s—turned up rich and wellrounded from the first words I wrote about her.
Where did she come from? She’s not at all like me.
She’s a little like one of my great-aunts, but not that

I haven’t forgotten to give you my second
example of how the characters I read about have
affected my own writing. My latest children’s novel,
Be My Love, is the third book that follows The Whole
Truth and its sequel, And Nothing But the Truth. I
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deliberately wrote Be My Love, however, so it could be
read separately from the first two books—it also
takes place several years later.
The main character of this novel is Maisie, aged
fourteen and a half. Tomboyish, chubby and
uncomfortable with her appearance, Maisie certainly
feels the inner turmoil of Martha. The year is 1951,
and she rebels against the expected behaviour of
female teenagers as much as Arrietty rebels against
her restrictions. And, although she
isn’t an artist like Emily, Maisie is an
expert woodworker and later decides
to do this as a career.
Maisie’s main problem, however, is
one that I never encountered in my
childhood reading, nor in any person I
knew then. This is because she is
struggling with her gradual
realization that she is attracted to
girls.
The year is 1951. Maisie has just
arrived on Kingfisher Island, where
she spends every summer with her
grandparents. The night before, after
her grade nine graduation dance, she
experienced her first kiss. Here is a passage when
Maisie later remembers that night and explains it to
Una:

earth-shattering and wonderful—but it was
nothing! Just like Granny or Grand kissing me. But
everyone makes such a fuss about it! Is Jim right? Is
there something the matter with me?”
“There’s nothing the matter with you, Maisie! Jim
must have been the wrong boy, that’s all. You don’t
have… feelings about him, right?”
“Right! He’s just a friend. He was, anyway,” she
added sadly.
“Then don’t worry about it. When
you meet the right boy, you’ll enjoy
kissing him, I’m sure.”
Then Maisie confessed her greatest
worry. “You know what? I don’t think I
will… no matter who the boy is. I’m just
not interested! I don’t ever want to have
sex, either. Do you think I have to?”
These are certainly the feelings I
struggled with in my own life. When I
was Maisie’s age it was 1961 but, ten
years later, homosexuality was just as
much of a forbidden topic. Unlike
Maisie, I had no older mentor with
whom to discuss my confusion. I
remember sitting in class and continually watching a
girl to whom I was attracted, deciding whether I
would sneak anonymous love letters into her desk,
pretending they were from a boy. Thank goodness I
didn’t—I would have been mortified if I’d been
caught!
If only I had been able to discover a girl in a book
who felt like me! But I’m unable to find one title of a
book for children or young adults of that time that I
might have read. It wasn’t until 1982, with the
publication of Annie on My Mind by Nancy Garden,
that a happy lesbian relationship was portrayed in YA
literature. At age fourteen I was reading many adult
novels, and I wish I had encountered either Radclyffe
Hall’s The Well of Loneliness or Patricia Highsmith’s The
Price of Salt—two books which were certainly not in
my school library, and probably not even in my local

“Would you—would you mind if I kissed you?”
murmured Jim.
Maisie was so surprised that all she could answer
was “I guess not.”
Jim bent towards her. His lips pressed against
hers for a few seconds. Maisie drew back, but Jim
kissed her again. This time he lingered longer.
“That’s enough!” said Maisie, pushing him away.
Jim looked angry. “What’s the matter with you,
Maisie—it’s just a kiss!” He stomped down the street.
“You pushed him away?” said Una. “But why?”
Because… because I didn’t like it!” Maisie’s voice
quivered. “I know your first kiss is supposed to be
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public library. There was also much pulp lesbian
fiction published in the fifties which I’m glad I didn’t
discover—at the end of these novels the heroine
either has a nervous breakdown, dies tragically,
commits suicide, or returns to her husband.
So I was on my own in Be My Love. How I was
portraying a young lesbian made me nervous—it still
does. I know that times have changed—thank
goodness!—but I also know that it’s still a struggle for
some girls to accept that they aren’t the sex or gender
they were born with. My novel might be comforting
for these girls, but I worry that, in these days of so
many sexual and gender orientations, simply
wondering whether you are a lesbian is too oldfashioned for modern readers.

returns to the real world healed and strengthened.
Thus reading is a transformation; and that
transformation mostly happens through the
characters.
There are three elements in each of my novels
that I hope will have this transformative effect:
courage, love and hope. Sometimes I imagine all of
my main characters in the same room. Eliza, from
The Daring Game; Patricia, from A Handful of Time;
Norah and Gavin from The Guests of War trilogy;
Theo, from Awake and Dreaming; Suzanna, from
Whispers of War; Corrie, from A Perfect Gentle Knight;
Polly from The Whole Truth and And Nothing But the
Truth; Maisie, from Be My Love; and Emily and Kitty
from A Day of Signs and Wonders. These characters mill
around the room and laugh and chatter. And perhaps
they complain to their creator.
“Why did you make me such a wimp?” asks
Patricia.
“Because you are the most like me as a child,” I
reply.
“Why am I so bland?” asks Corrie.
“Because you were just a foil for your far more
interesting brother. I probably should have made him
the main character.”
“Why wouldn’t you let me stay in Canada?” asks
Gavin.
“Because it wasn’t good for you, being so indulged
by Aunt Florence.”

This is the crux of the matter, I think—the
characters in the books I read, the characters in the
books I have created—and the characters that you
create—may have a profound influence on someone,
an impression that could stay with them all their life.
When young women tell me in letters or in person
how much they have identified with Patricia or Norah
or Theo or Polly I feel worried—what have I done?
Young readers, whether six or sixteen, are
impressionable. They imprint themselves upon a
character, they become that human or animal. Perhaps
you find this as terrifying a prospect as I sometimes
do. I hope not. I believe, instead, that it makes books
for children redemptive.
Now there’s a loaded word! Redemption can mean
to free from sin or to buy back. I am thinking of it
here, not in a religious or business sense, but in a
spiritual and aesthetic one. Redemption can also
mean to rescue or reclaim. What good books do is
redeem the reader by reclaiming them, or winning
them back. The reader, through the carefully chosen
words on the page and the involving plot, identifies
with the main character and lives their story. When
the main character changes at the end, as in all good
literature, the reader has changed as well. By
inhabiting the fictional person in the book, the reader

If my characters could meet they would find that
they are all quite different from one another. They
would also find many similarities, since they all share
aspects of myself and aspects of Martha, Arrietty,
Emily and of all the other people I read about as a
child.
One aspect they all have in common is courage.
Each is brave, even though most of them didn’t begin
that way. Gavin even says this at the end of The Lights
Go On Again, after he has moved back to England: “I
am being brave.”
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My characters are also healed by the love that they
both receive and give: Eliza’s love for her difficult best
friend Helen; Norah and Gavin’s love for each other;
the Kaldors’ love for Theo, which gives her the
strength to love her mother; Susanna’s security in her
loving family during a time of war; Corrie’s
unwavering love and loyalty to Sebastian, her perfect,
gentle knight; the love that both Polly and Maisie
absorb from their grandmothers; and the loving
friendship between Emily and Kitty.
Courage and love lead to hope. My favourite
quotation about children’s literature is from Jill Paton
Walsh: “It is not fair to give to children the despair
that is the grown-ups’ fault.” I firmly believe that
books for the young should end hopefully. I don’t
mean a sugary “happily ever after”, where all is
perfectly resolved. Theo will continue to have an
unstable childhood. Emily Carr, as we know from real
life, will suffer deeply from both artistic and financial
insecurity. Maisie will struggle with being a lesbian
for years, until the times become more enlightened.
But the hope exists because of the courage and
love that have changed and strengthened my
characters—and, if I’ve succeeded, my readers.

continue to save many young readers. At this very
moment some child is curled up in a corner with a
book, being transformed by the joys and sorrows the
character is experiencing. When the child finishes
the book, they will have changed because of it. This
has happened because of all of us who created these
books, who will continue to create them. Isn’t that
amazing?

KIT PEARSON’s children’s books have been published
since 1986. She has written twelve children’s novels and
two picture books and has won seventeen awards. In 2018
Kit was appointed a member of the Order of Canada. She
lives in Victoria, B.C. with her partner Katherine and their
dog, Brio.

Modern children are lucky. Not only do they have
wonderful characters from older books to discover,
they have new fictional role models who are both
culturally and sexually diverse, who inhabit many
different kinds of worlds. This is unlike the bland,
middle-class world in which most of my favourite
characters lived, in which I lived— and, sadly, the
same limited world about which I write.
It is all of you who are creating these new worlds
and these new role models for modern readers.
Whether you are writing or illustrating fiction or
poetry or a picture book or a work of non-fiction, or
whether you tell stories, what you are doing is
immensely important—perhaps even more important
than you realize.
Books, and the characters in them, saved me. I’m
sure books saved many of you as well, and they
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Business
Briefs

WRITING WORKSHOPS
Ted Staunton leads Writing Children’s Fiction courses
I and II, Tuesday and Thursday evenings. Classes are
currently held on Zoom. Writing I surveys all genres of
kidlit. Writing II is a workshop for experienced
writers. Click the links below for the George Brown
College Continuing Education website: Writing
Children's Fiction I or Writing Children's Fiction II.
The next classes will begin in January. Ted also offers
individual manuscript mentoring for writers who
want to work one-on-one. He provides detailed
comments, suggestions, and followup discussion.
For more info visit: www.tedstauntonbooks.com.

WRITING COURSE on ZOOM
Janet McNaughton, long-time Writing for Children
Competition juror, is teaching Writing for Younger
Children on Zoom through the Writers’ Federation of
Nova Scotia, Wednesdays, Feb 2 – Feb 23, 7pm – 9pm
Atlantic Standard Time. Fee: $149. Registration is
limited to WFNS members.
The workshop will explore creating picture books
and chapter books, with helpful exercises. Classes
will focus on writing craft. A work in progress is
helpful, as participants can use the writing exercises
to enrich their drafts. Feedback will be provided. For
more information: https://writers.ns.ca/workshops/

MANUSCRIPT EVALUATION
Make Your Story Shine! Frieda Wishinsky offers both
writing coaching and editorial services for picture
books, chapter books or non-fiction proposals. Frieda
is an acclaimed children’s book writer, editor, teacher
and speaker. Contact Frieda at:
416 222 2694, frieda.wishinsky@gmail.com.
Website: friedawishinsky.com.

WRITING FOR CHILDREN

MANUSCRIPT EVALUATION

The Writers’ Guild of Alberta (WGA), in partnership
with Calgary Reads and the Little Red Reading
House, presents “Writing for Children” with
author Patti Edgar. Her middle grade novel Anna
Analyst (Great Plains/Yellow Dog) was published this
past spring. Come and be inspired by all the Little
Red Reading House offers as an immersive hub of
children’s literature. Meet Patti, hear about her new
book and enjoy guided and independent writing time
in themed rooms around the house. Cost: WGA
members $35; non-members $45; students $30.
When: Saturday January 29, 1:00 to 4:00 PM. Preregister by January 21, noon. Where: Little Red
Reading House, 922 8 Ave SE, Calgary. Current
Alberta Health Services protocols will be followed;
double-vaccination and masks are mandatory.
Visit www.pattiedgar.ca for more information.

Popular freelance editor Bev Katz Rosenbaum is a
former in-house fiction and magazine editor, collegelevel writing instructor and multi-published author.
She offers detailed, low-cost, quick-turnaround
developmental edits (critiques) on all types of fiction.
Details at http://bevkatzrosenbaum.com/. Or you can
email Bev at bevrosenbaum@yahoo.ca.

MANUSCRIPT EVALUATION and COACHING
Need a big-picture critique or a developmental edit?
Looking for story coaching? Susan Hughes is a
veteran kidlit author and experienced editor. She’ll
assist with texts from picture books to YA, graphic
books, free verse novels, fiction and non-fiction.
Learn more at https://www.susanhughes.ca/
manuscript-critiques-editing-story-coaching or
contact her at susanhughesbooks@gmail.com.
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Canadian publishers. Search by “Children’s Books” or
“Teen and YA” to find all the Canadian publishers
looking for those genres. Similarly, UK Children’s
Books names British publishers of children’s books.

DIGITAL VIDEO SERVICES
Have an idea you’d like to turn into video? Or just
want a sample of your presentation for your website
or your next writer-in-residence application?
Epilogue Productions will work with you to make it
both memorable and affordable. They can shoot
footage, edit and insert previous content whether
stills or video, and help you post to social media. For
more information and to see sample videos, visit
Epilogueproductions.com or email Craig McNicoll at
craig@epilogueproductions.com.

VISITING CREATORS: Librarians and teachers
interested in having author, illustrator and performer
visits can check members’ pages on the CANSCAIP
website at www.canscaip.org.
–––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––

SAHAR ABDALLAH’S SKETCHBOOK

BOOK TRAILERS

(on the next page)

Bring your stories to life for your prospective readers
through a book trailer. Videographer Tim Clark will
create a professional, 1 to 3 minute trailer for a story
in any genre. Watch his trailer for The Choice by Kathy
Clark which was named video of the week on the
Open Book website. Contact Tim at
tim@studiomograph.com

Poor little Amriar feels angry and lonely after
fracturing his leg and his arm. His angry mood
makes his friends turn away from him. Among them
is his neighbour, Dinazozo, who tells her older sister
Shahrzizi, about Amriar. When Shahrzizi sees
Amriar, she thinks that he looks like the demon in a
bottle she read about in an old book. To help Amriar
forget what he is going through, Sharzizi decides to
visit him nightly and tell him ancient folktales.
Over the course of ten nights, Shahrzizi, in her
own way, relates several tales. She begins with The
Demon and the Fisherman. Other tales follow: The
Wiseman Burhan and King Bahtan, and The Sultana
Sireen with her Hawk, Shaheen. Shahrzizi does not
end the tale of the fisherman until she tells his story
of the amazing talking fishes, as well as the secret of
the enchanted princess.

MARKETING
Editor’s Note: In the 2018 summer issue Beth Pollock offered
a DIY Guide to marketing. Her recommendations:
1. Query Tracker: Scroll to the bottom of the home
page for a list of the newest agents in the database
(who are usually hoping to build their portfolios).
You’ll also find a list of the newest agent updates,
showing which agents have just opened/closed to
queries or moved to a new agency.
2. The Writer’s Digest Guide to Literary Agents

This book is a tale inside a tale, inspired by the classic
A Thousand and One Nights. Children are introduced to
this rich tradition in a contemporary way, mixing
ancient enchantment with renewed imagination.
The book won the Etisalat Award Book of the Year,
UAEEBY, UAE 2020.

3. Literary Rambles is a wonderful resource for
children’s writers.
4. Manuscript Wish List: Search by genre and see if
anyone wants to read a manuscript just like yours.
Alternatively, choose a few agents you’d love to be
repped by, and follow them on Twitter.
5. For information on publishers, check at Query
Tracker (see above). See also: The Association of
Canadian Publishers (ACP) website for a list of
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